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GVA - Overview
❖ Taking advantage of COVID 19, HYPE launched and managed two 

Global Virtual Acceleration (GVA) programs
❖ 6-month virtual program - allowing all participating startups and 

brands to have access to traction - business, investment, 
mentorship, and valuable content. 

GVA2.0 – In numbers
❖ 109 startups across 8 verticals were selected into the program, 

signing an agreement with HYPE and allocating rights and 
holdings to HYPE in return for the value generated in the program.

❖ The startups were selected by HYPE Partners - 53 world-famous 
sports teams, brands, clubs, and federations, that have signed an 
agreement with HYPE - exposing them to innovation and solutions 
and allowing them to select startups which they want to explore a 
collaboration

❖ 8 verticals: Clubs & Federations, Media & Broadcast, Sports Betting, 
Performance & Fitness, Winter Sports, Motor Sports, Home Run, and 
Esports & Gaming.

❖ Over 360 selections were made by the partners, meaning: a startup 
was selected to explore a collaboration with an avg. of  3-4 
partners.

❖ So far, 79 Pilots (POCs) and 25 commercial agreements between 
HYPE startups and brands were confirmed. 
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GVA2.0 Investment Activities
❖ Over 150 meetings were generated between HYPE startups and 

investors. These 1-1 calls led to follow-on calls, strategic 
introductions and advanced discussions.

❖ We've developed a semi-automated algorithm that enables 
matchmaking between investors and startups based on the 
criteria and profiles provided to us and the stage, sector, and 
status of the startups.

❖ According to our information - 20 startups from GVA 2.0 have 
raised capital since joining HYPE - in a time period of under 6 
months.

Portfolio Investment
❖ HYPE has holdings in all GVA 2.0 startups (usually 6-8% 

warrants/equity).
❖ An investment vehicle was formed based on these rights, allowing 

close Board Members and strategic HYPE stakeholders to invest 
and benefit from any future success (exit) of the portfolio 
startups.

❖ 2M Euros round was finalized in September, on a valuation that 
was set prior to the success and traction created during the GVA 
2.0
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Ecosystem of Communities
❖ Our established ecosystem is growing, and we are managing 

several groups of engaged stakeholders. 
❖ Startups - 250+ Sports-Tech startups and Alumni 
❖ Partners - 100+ Global partners, leading sports institutions and 

committed to Sports Innovation with the support of HYPE
❖ Startups Mentors - 100+ mentors assigned to the startups, 

supporting them in important decisions, strategy, business 
development, product, finance, and more.

❖ Domain Experts - Experienced executive level experts in specific 
sectors - consulting startups on 1-1 or open sessions, and assisting 
HYPE when required

❖ Program Directors and  Lead Mentors - vertical professionals that 
together with HYPE, are in charge of startup screening and 
recruitment, ongoing traction generation, monitoring, and support 
in communication between startups to all stakeholders.  

❖ Investors - a community of 100+ investors that have either 
invested or looking to invest in Sports Tech startups.
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Announcements
❖ NFT GVA - Blockchain impacts the sports world dramatically, and 

HYPE has launched an NFT program, signing 15 promising startups 
that are currently pitching to HYPE Partners in order to be selected 
to a dedicated and unique NFT program.

❖ NFT Forum - HYPE has launched an NFT Forum - an exclusive, close 
group of Partners - that have signed an annual agreement giving 
them access to Blockchain & NFT content and insights, educational 
sessions, and ongoing introductions and implementations of NFT 
solutions from HYPE startups.

❖ Demo Day - the highlight of GVA 2.0, the Demo Day - will take place 
in the 01.12.21. You will be sent an invite on a separate email, but 
in the meantime - save the date for the most exciting and 
insightful Sports Tech event.  

❖ HYPE is scaling up on all aspects: team, startups, partners, and 
additional verticals and GVAs (programs). 

❖ Full Automation of our platform across the board - any Sports-tech 
stakeholder (startup, investor, brand, mentor, expert) - will fit 
into the platform and find what he's after within minutes.

❖ Capital - the global demand for investment in Sports Tech is 
continuously on the rise, and HYPE plans to dive deeper into this 
aspect with more direct investment in our startups. A few options 
are being looked at closely.

Moving Forward 
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THANK YOU!
With love for sports and innovation

For more information please 
contact : 

pini@hypesportsinnovation.com
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